Physicochemical properties/descriptors governing the solubility and partitioning of chemicals in water-solvent-gas systems. Part 2. Solubility in 1-octanol.
On the basis of octanol solubility data (log S(o)) for 218 structurally diverse solid chemicals it was shown that the exclusive consideration of melting points did not provide satisfactory results in the quantitative prediction of this parameter (s = 0.92). The application of HYBOT physicochemical descriptors separately (s = 0.94) and together with melting points (s = 0.70) in the framework of a common regression model also was not successful, although contributions of volume-related and H-bond terms to solubility in octanol were identified. It was proposed that the main reason for such behaviour was the different crystal lattice interaction of different classes of chemicals. Successful calculations of the solubility in octanol of chemicals of interest were performed on the basis of the experimental solubility of structurally/physicochemically/numerically similar nearest neighbours with consideration of their difference in physicochemical parameters (molecular polarisability, H-bond acceptor and donor factors (s = 0.66)) and of these descriptors together with melting point differences (s = 0.38). Good results were obtained for all compounds having nearest neighbours with sufficient similarity, expressed by Tanimoto indexes, and by distances in the scaled 3D descriptor space. Obviously the success of this approach depends on the size of the database.